Tuning self-assembled morphology of the Aβ(16-22) peptide by substitution of phenylalanine residues.
The effects of the two phenylalanine (Phe) residues in the blocked Aβ(16-22) peptide on its self-assembly have been investigated by replacing both of them with two cyclohexylalanines (Chas) or two phenylglycines (Phgs). TEM and SANS studies revealed that the flat and wide nanoribbons of Aβ(16-22) were transformed into thin nanotubes when replaced with Chas, and thinner and twisted nanofibrils when replaced with Phgs. The red-shifting degree of characteristic CD peaks suggested an increased twisting in the self-assembly of the derivative peptides, especially in the case of Ac-KLV(Phg)(Phg)AE-NH2. Furthermore, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations also indicated the increasing trend in twisting when Chas or Phgs were substituted for Phes. These results demonstrated that the hydrophobic interactions and spatial conformation between Cha residues were sufficient to cause lateral association of β-sheets to twisted/helical nanoribbons, which finally developed into nanotubes, while for Phg residue, the loss of the rotational freedom of the aromatic ring induced much stronger steric hindrance for the lateral stacking of Ac-KLV(Phg)(Phg)AE-NH2 β-sheets, eventually leading to the nanofibril formation. This study thus demonstrates that both the aromatic structure and the steric conformation of Phe residues are crucial in Aβ(16-22) self-assembly, especially in the significant lateral association of β-sheets.